2001 ford f150 5.4 serpentine belt diagram

There are many causes that can force serpentine belts to become noisy. Sometimes this is due
to pulley misalignment or even a wobbling accessory pulley. Also incorrect alignment of the
drive belt can result in noise and premature wear. A good trick for determining proper belt
alignment would be to take a straight edge and place it in the grooves of the Pulley. You have to
make sure that you are in the same grooves on each accessory. Do not use belt dressing Ford
and other engine manufacturers do not recommend that you apply any types of fluids to the
belts and this includes belt dressing or any other type of spray lubricant. These may solve the
problem temporarily but can lead to the noise returning with a vengeance. Often these belt
dressings will start to break down the rubber on the belt and replacement will be needed. These
engine belt noises can be intermittent or constant noise. Often this occurs when the drive belt
slips on an accessory Pulley under heavy load conditions. Engine belt dressing may increase
the slipping but silence the noise because it is considered a lubricant. Use the above 5. Also in
the case of an alternator or another accessory that has a worn sticking or even seized bearing
can cause the belt to slip over the top of the Pulley instead of rotating the accessory properly.
Also fluid leakage onto the drive belt may cause the same condition where the belt will slip over
the accessory instead of driving it properly. Most often you will see this with the water pump.
Sometimes the 5. Often I have seen an incorrect replacement belt cause this kind of noise.
When the accessory drive belt is too long this will allow the belt tensioner, number 7 in the 5.
This may cause an incorrect tension and allow for slipping condition that causes nasty belt
noise. The Ford engine belt tensioner has an indicator that shows a normal range of operation.
If this indicator is out of this range this is a sure sign that either the belt has stretched
excessively or the wrong part has been installed. You should also check that the tensioner has
smooth operation and is not binding or sticking when you rotate it. See the latest posts on this
car repair Faq blog. This next link takes you from 5. Skip to content. Engine belt noise is a
common complaint on many vehicles and many different engines. The Ford 5. Ford came out
with some tactics to help technicians deal with this common problem. Please take a minute to
read them before installing a new part on your engine. Ford and other engine manufacturers do
not recommend that you apply any types of fluids to the belts and this includes belt dressing or
any other type of spray lubricant. Expert Auto Repair Tip: Take it from someone who knows
Having the online repair manual is a life-saver when it comes to DIY auto repair and
maintenance. Whether you are working on a Ford , BMW , Dodge , or something more exotic; we
probably have the manual you need. Sometimes a serpentine belt may seem that it is noisy but
is actually being caused by one of the accessories that it drives. An example would be if an AC
system is overcharged the belt may slip over the compressor drive pulley. Additional engines
are covered on my drive belt diagrams page. Diagram was excellent. Sometimes a problem with
your air conditioning compressor can cause it to actually lock up. When this happens on your F,
you may think you need to completely replace the compressor even though you don't use it.
There is a way around this problem however; you can actually bypass the compressor all
together with a different serpentine belt. Locate the serpentine belt at the front of the engine. It
is a rubber belt that goes over all of the accessories of the engine. Draw a diagram of how the
belt is routed around the engine components, including the air conditioning compressor.
Loosen the tension of the serpentine belt using a ratchet and socket to turn the tensioner. This
varies depending on the year of your Fsome have a manual tensioner that needs turned like a
screw; newer models have an automatic tensioner that you simply turn and hold. Weave the
string over all of the pulleys, just as the old belts was, but skip the compressor. When the two
ends of the string meet, make a mark on the string with a marker. Take the marked string to the
parts store and advise them that you need a belt of that length. Serpentine belts have varied
sizes; the last four digits of the part number are the length of the belt in centimeters. Get the
next available size up and down to make certain you find a good fit. Weave the belt over all of
the pulleys, just as the old belt was. When you get to the compressor, do not put the belt over
the pulley. Simply run it under the pulley. Apply tension by either releasing the automatic
tensioner or tightening the tensioner bolt using a ratchet and socket. Justin Cupler is a
professional writer who has been published on several websites including CarsDirect and
Autos. Cupler has worked in the professional automotive repair field as a technician and a
manager since He has a certificate in broadcast journalism from the Connecticut School of
Broadcasting. Cupler is currently studying mechanical engineering at Saint Petersburg College.
Step 1 Locate the serpentine belt at the front of the engine. Step 2 Draw a diagram of how the
belt is routed around the engine components, including the air conditioning compressor. Step 3
Loosen the tension of the serpentine belt using a ratchet and socket to turn the tensioner. Step
4 Pull the serpentine belt from the pulleys on the front of the truck. Step 5 Weave the string over
all of the pulleys, just as the old belts was, but skip the compressor. Step 6 Take the marked
string to the parts store and advise them that you need a belt of that length. Step 7 Weave the

belt over all of the pulleys, just as the old belt was. Step 8 Apply tension by either releasing the
automatic tensioner or tightening the tensioner bolt using a ratchet and socket. Start the F and
allow it to run, listening for any squeals. Tips Take the old belt to the store with you so that they
can match up the correct number of grooves. String Ratchet Socket set Marker Paper. Do you.
Hi and thanks for using 2CarPros. Because of the routing required, it isn't a good idea to bypass
the compressor. Instead, I suggest getting an AC bypass pulley which is about the same price
as a belt. Many companies make them. That way you can use the old belt and keep the same
routing. If you look up Dorman part number , you will see a picture of one. I believe that is the
one you need, but confirm engine size for your vehicle. Most any parts store can get these. All
you do is remove the compressor and bolt on the bypass pulley assembly. Here is a guide to
help change the belt out with the serpentine belt routing diagrams below. Please let us know if
you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer.
When I start my truck it has a loud squeling noise in the font of the engine I have replaced the
belts and the belt tension and the twio idler pullys. Could it be the waterpump Was this answer.
Is the sound gone when the belts are off? My truck is a f lightning and I like to now how to
change a serpentine belt because this one have to crackshaft pulleys one for the super charge
and one for the serpentine belt and betwen is a bracket with a bolt and two nuts Was this
answer. To install, first locate your tensioner pulley, this is a spring loaded pulley that applies
downward pressure on the back side of the serp belt, on this pulley you will have either a
square drive hole that a socket wrench can plug into, or a regular hex bolt, using the correct
size wrench, apply opposite force to relieve tension on the old belt and remove the belt. Install
the new belt on all pulleys except the top most one, or easiest one to get at, then while holding
the belt in the possition ready to go on the last pulley, apply the wrench to the tensioner pulley
and slip belt onto the pulley! What tool is used to loose tension on pulley and replce the drive
belt. Imma cj guy, I do know some stuff about installing belts ok, I do not know your rig. But I
am assuming you have a spring loaded tensioner. As most newer rigs do. My dad's '86 t-bird is
mechanically tightened i use a breaker bar pull handle in most cases sometimes you just cannot
get it to fit the nut. Just enough to get my socket on be very carefuldo not "fulcrum" lever
against your radiator inlet or other stuff that will break! Respond with wonderful news! The
medic Was this answer. There is an automatic belt tensionier that rides on a shaft. Basically,
you turn the tensionier away from the belt to loosten it. When you replace it, reroute the belt and
then turn the tensionier to you can slip the belt onto the final pulley. If you need a routing
diagram, got to the belt routing diagrams link on this page. Let me know if you have other
questions. Joe Was this answer. What's the basic procedure in changing a serpentine belt on a
Ford F, , 5. Toward the left side of the engine is your tensioner. There should be a cover over it.
Remove the cover and turn the bolt so that it releases the tension on the belt. After that, pull the
belt off and replace with the new one. Make a diagram of the belt's route if you can't remember
it. The tensioner is on the left of the motor about midway down, there is no cover on it though.
The end of the tensioner where the pulley is will have a square female drive in it for a ratchet.
Getting your hand between the shroud and the fan and working the ratchet into the drive is a
little tricky though. When you get the retchet in push down to releive tension and remove the
belt from any pulley SLOWLY let the tensioner come back up. There should be a belt routing
diagram under the hood. Good luck. I have a 4. But the procedure is the same. I need to know
how to routing the belt for a 5. Cheers Image Click to enlarge. Need diagram and instructions
Was this answer. I am finding no six cylinder option in that year F Can you please explain the
steps to replacing the serpentine belt on my Ford F? If you can point me to a diagram that
would be very helpful. Thank you Was this answer. Looks exactly like what I am looking for.
Please login or register to post a reply. Serpentine Belt Replacement? Howdy, Great Site!
Serpentine Belt Replacement Ford F 5. Step by step guide on how to replace an automotive
serpentine belt, this information outlines the basic procedure which translates to most vehicles.
If The 5. Bad Oxygen Sensors? I Am Only Getting Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's
Free! There are many causes that can force serpentine belts to become noisy. Sometimes this is
due to pulley misalignment or even a wobbling accessory pulley. Also incorrect alignment of
the drive belt can result in noise and premature wear. A good trick for determining proper belt
alignment would be to take a straight edge and place it in the grooves of the Pulley. You have to
make sure that you are in the same grooves on each accessory. Do not use belt dressing Ford
and other engine manufacturers do not recommend that you apply any types of fluids to the
belts and this includes belt dressing or any other type of spray lubricant. These may solve the
problem temporarily but can lead to the noise returning with a vengeance. Often these belt
dressings will start to break down the rubber on the belt and replacement will be needed. These
engine belt noises can be intermittent or constant noise. Often this occurs when the drive belt
slips on an accessory Pulley under heavy load conditions. Engine belt dressing may increase

the slipping but silence the noise because it is considered a lubricant. Use the above 5. Also in
the case of an alternator or another accessory that has a worn sticking or even seized bearing
can cause the belt to slip over the top of the Pulley instead of rotating the accessory properly.
Also fluid leakage onto the drive belt may cause the same condition where the belt will slip over
the accessory instead of driving it properly. Most often you will see this with the water pump.
Sometimes the 5. Often I have seen an incorrect replacement belt cause this kind of noise.
When the accessory drive belt is too long this will allow the belt tensioner, number 7 in the 5.
This may cause an incorrect tension and allow for slipping condition that causes nasty belt
noise. The Ford engine belt tensioner has an indicator that shows a normal range of operation.
If this indicator is out of this range this is a sure sign that either the belt has stretched
excessively or the wrong part has been installed. You should also check that the tensioner has
smooth operation and is not binding or sticking when you rotate it. See the latest posts on this
car repair Faq blog. This next link takes you from 5. Skip to content. Engine bel
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t noise is a common complaint on many vehicles and many different engines. The Ford 5. Ford
came out with some tactics to help technicians deal with this common problem. Please take a
minute to read them before installing a new part on your engine. Ford and other engine
manufacturers do not recommend that you apply any types of fluids to the belts and this
includes belt dressing or any other type of spray lubricant. Expert Auto Repair Tip: Take it from
someone who knows Having the online repair manual is a life-saver when it comes to DIY auto
repair and maintenance. Whether you are working on a Ford , BMW , Dodge , or something more
exotic; we probably have the manual you need. Sometimes a serpentine belt may seem that it is
noisy but is actually being caused by one of the accessories that it drives. An example would be
if an AC system is overcharged the belt may slip over the compressor drive pulley. Additional
engines are covered on my drive belt diagrams page. Diagram was excellent.

